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Abstract
The purpose of this study is to compare the quality of skill's appropriation of the learning time management by two categories of physical education (PE) trainee teachers coming from two different types of academic training. Ten volunteering teachers of PE with an average age of 23 ± 1 years and recently recruited (9 months work experience) were selected. Five licensees (ESL) originate from the License Master Doctorate (LMD) and five masters graduates (ESM). It should be noted that chosen teachers have significantly the same working conditions (two sessions of sport and physical education (SPE) per week, 32 to 34 students (±14 years) per class) and have the same physical or environmental conditions. The observation focused on three sports disciplines (sprinting, gymnastics and handball). Gender and experience in sporting practice of students have not been considered. The results obtained have shown that the ESM develop a control quality much better than their ESL counterparts balanced distribution of learning time, especially regarding the time spent on preparatory situations (p < 0.028) and time spent in situations of motor development (p < 0.047). Also, it should be noted that the licensee teachers spend more time explaining the objectives and content of the session than their counterparts ESM. However, the difference appears insignificant as to time provided for the organization of the material, the transition to the explanation of the mode of organization, movements, available equipment and to discuss the rules of discipline and security.
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1. Introduction

In most of the countries, in North America and Europe, the academic training for educational jobs knows, in the last few decades, many transformations. The successive reforms of the training systems as well as the content of programs succeed one another, since 1970, as in the U.S., Canada, France and in several other countries. On its side, Tunisia did not miss this event; it has been held to a change of training curriculum engendered by a reform of the educational system in 2006 and this, for the purpose to align international guidelines. This reform brings the teaching environment to ask questions about the effectiveness of such a change. In this sense, the present work focuses on the effects of the change of the curriculum for the training of physical education teachers on the quality of acquiring the professional skills, more particularly on the management practices of trainee-teachers class.

In fact, managing a class is very important both for the quality of the teaching and for the learning of pupils (Martineau & Gauthier, 1999). It is considered as the weakest link and the pivot of the teaching profession (Desbiens, 2008). Also Jones & Jones (1995) have shown that this skill would be crucial to determine the success of the teacher, regardless of the performed measurement (measure on the grades or the learning achieved by students). For a long time, the school policy makers make reference as implicit criteria in the evaluation of teachers (Nault & Fijalkow, 1999). According to Martin and Baldwin (1996), success in controlling one’s class allows creating a climate of healthy learning, focusing on the pupils, and maximizing the time of learning. This skill would dictate the success of the teaching career as well (Nault & Fijalkow, 1999). In addition, several studies show that the problems encountered by the new teachers would be in a large part related to the class management (Perrenoud, 2001; Martineau & Vallerand, 2008). The research indicated that unlike the experienced teachers, beginners have more difficulties to motivate pupils, to promote a climate of optimal learning, to respond effectively to the disruptive behavior of the student and to establish and maintain an effective disciplinary management. According to Durlour (2009), the management of class refers to a well-developed set of skills and strategies produced by the teacher.

In this perspective, the studies carried out by Reynold (1992) in this regard, reveal that the class management difficulties that appear among the novice teachers result from their lack of ability to solve the problems that have occurred in class. Archambault & Chouinard (1996) and Bali et al. (2014) add that a number of skills are necessary to resolve the problems of classroom discipline which would upset the progress of activities. However, the internship is proven important in the measure or it stimulates to find solutions or the trainee is nested and therefore the acquisition of the necessary skills is to create a favorable climate for learning this that confirmed by Perrenoud (1996).

The training in physical education (PE) today is oriented toward the development of professional skills. In the majority of western countries, the training of PE teachers is structured around a number of skills established according to the characteristics of each country. In physical education, training by competence alternates theoretical and practical courses or the course of teaching practice in the school environment (stage of preparation to professional life) is decisive in the training of PE teachers. The class management is regarded as one of the key competencies, essential in the teaching profession (Nault & Fijalkow, 1999). Several researchers agree that a professional competence develops in practical situation (Perrenoud, 1996; Colsoul, 2009; Leriche et al., 2010, Leclercq, 2013; Bali, 2013).

In fact, the alternation of theoretical knowledge and practice through the experience, allows the construction of professional skills (Bali, 2005; Greenhouses et al., 2006). The internships in training are proving to be the conducive place likely to develop these skills. Besides, the student has the opportunity to experience situations of dilemma which will bring him/her to build an identity, but also acquire professional skills (Roux-Perez, 2005; Ria et al., 2001).

In Tunisia, the educational system has undergone crucial structural changes. The adoption of the LMD system has been at the origin of many changes in the training of PE teachers, including a reduction in the duration of training and therefore the reduction of the time allocated to the internship.

Should these changes not have an influence on the training and more particularly on the development of the competence of management in class? Starting from this observation, we have chosen to study the degree of mastery of class management competence among teacher trainees from both curricula of different formations.
2. General Context and Problematic

2.1. Evolution of the Training in Tunisia

During these past few years, the Tunisian educational system has undergone crucial structural changes; the policies and objectives have evolved by providing innovations in the field of university education. In the field of PE, the adoption of a new curriculum for the training of PE teachers is reflected by the substitution of the controlled regime by the LMD regime.

The old system provided four-year training including courses of preparation for professional life during the second cycle of university while the new system has adopted currently a three-year training crowned by a course of consolidation and reinvestment practice of theoretical training. Before the adoption of the LMD, training curriculum at the beginning of 2006, there were two particular pathways of essential training in higher institutes of Sport and Physical Education (ISSEP) of Ksar Said Tunis, Sfax, Kef and Gafsa for the stakeholders in quality of teaching PE. So, the first concerns the masters of PE (Bac+2). The training in this sector was crowned by the university degree in PE for the teaching of PE in primary schools. The overall time volume allocated to this training is from 1690 hours, 949 hours are devoted to the teaching practice which is around 56% of the overall hourly volume. The training presents 91 h of course preparing them for professional life in order to obtain the completion of study diploma. The second concerns the professors of PE (Bac+4). This training will be completed by the obtaining of the Masters in PE and the graduates of this chain exercise in the secondary schools. The master overall volume schedule in PE is of 3120H, 1573H of which are allocated to the teaching practice that is around 50% of the overall hourly volume. To obtain the diploma of completion of study, students must perform 182H of internship.

The need to obtain the masters degree is to be able to teach in secondary schools and the diploma of university study to be able to teach in primary schools. The recruitment by the Ministry of Sport and Physical Education was done automatically without any competition for all graduates wishing to join the teaching profession of SPE in schools.

2.2. A New Training Curriculum: The System License Master Doctorate (LMD)

A new regime of university training, the LMD system, was established at the beginning of 2006. This innovation is part of a reform to the European level in the framework of the Bologna process, inspired by the anglo-saxon system. This system of education is structured by a new architecture of the curriculum (License: 6 semesters; Master: 4 semesters; Doctorate). It is therefore to retain only three levels of graduates in academic institutions. This resulted in the disappearance of the general university study diploma (which was to Bac+2) and the masters (Bac+4) as well as the DEA (diploma of advanced studies, Bac+6).

It is for the Department to “set a system of flexible training and comparable to international systems prevalent” J. O. of 30/9/2008 NO. 79. The main objective of this reform is to hoist all the university system at the level of the international criteria, by favoring the equivalence of Tunisian diplomas with foreign graduates and to adapt training to the needs of employment through the professionalization of university studies. The LMD system will also aim to reform programs and to diversify the routes in the promising niches.

However, we emphasize to this effect that no research has been done on a national scale to check the compatibility of the scheme, that is important for western countries, with the socio-cultural conditions and teaching of Tunisia. In this regard, the first operation that was initiated by the trainers of the ISSEP was to seek the preservation of the same professional skills developed among the nationals of the former regime (Bac+4 years of studies) through the same content of training intended to licensees (Bac+3). In addition, despite the orientation of the Department toward a professional training of physical and physical teachers, the official programs imposed by the Tunisian Ministry of Higher Education and the Ministry of Sport and Physical Education make no reference to any explicit professional competence.

To return to the training of teachers of SPE in Tunisian higher institutes of sport and physical education (ISSEP), the LMD reform has resulted in a decrease of the overall schedule of the training of 831H compared to the old regime of control (Bac+4). Thus, this training which is controlled by the formal national programs, fixed the obligation to perform 112 hours of internship in the schools. The reports of the end of the year carried out in 2009 by all the courses supervisors of preparation for professional life, and trainers to assess the students of the graduating classes at the end of the traineeship in preparation to the professional life of the ISSEP Kef and Gafsa.
as well as the reports of investigations in 2010 made to the persons who participated in the design of new programs show a deterioration of the practical training (in terms of lesson-developed skills) of new teachers, which does not meet the objective aimed at by the LMD reform.

The institutional component is of a particular importance. In fact, it has the central power of the educational institution and constitutes the framework reference for the activity of the teacher and this through programs, both at the level of their design that of their implementations.

The programs of the discipline show all of the objectives, aims at achieving and the skills to acquire by students. They, in fact, represent a general framework in which to develop the practices of interventions, which is intended to give students the teaching content of the discipline. However, the programs, referring institutional, secure well the general objectives and propose a number of skills to learn, but they do not specify in detail what the student must learn. In effect a wide margin of freedom is left to the teacher trainer, in compliance with the framework of the broad lines of the programs, to design the content and specific skills. Because of this, the practical knowledge and theoretical, which help to develop the professional skills necessary to the exercise of the teaching profession, mainly the competence of management and that the teachers of the ISSEP choose to teach and develop are not mentioned directly in the official texts.

2.3. Problems and Issues of the Research

The reform in Tunisia in university training began in 2006. It had as a main objective the development of a repository of specific and general professional skills. Thus facilitating the vocational integration of these graduates. However, it is to point out that other sectors, such as the studies in medicine and engineering schools have escaped this reform by the fact that they are convinced that a duration of 3 years of studies is not sufficient to develop the specific skills of these two fields of intervention.

In fact, and as regards to the field of sciences and techniques of physical and sporting activities, we have moved from an academic training of four years and which is realized by obtaining a Bachelor degree to a training of three years, realized by obtaining a master Degree conclusive by the award of a diploma of basic license in EP. This change is reflected by a decrease in the overall volume devoted to training, from a total of 3120 hours, 2268 hours for the new system LMD, as well as by the nature of the profile of the Baccalaureate oriented to the ISSEP. It is to be noted that, during the periods that preceded the reform of 2006, the access to the ISSEP was through a competition of entry based on a battery of specific tests for the assessment of physical skills of Baccalaureate candidates belonging to different sections (experimental sciences, maths, arts etc.) and followed by an oral interview.

This selection test guaranteed to better the basic conditions for the success of future teachers. By integrating this new regime (LMD), the procedures for access to the ISSEP have changed also. Only candidates with their tray section sport are oriented by the ministry of higher education and will have therefore the possibility to follow their academic studies in the ISSEP. However, the programs for academic training in the ISSEP developed by Tunisian experts do not describe explicitly the repository of professional competencies of pedagogical intervention and didactic in EPS, which leaves the field open to the trainers to develop , Haut du formulaire either to the actions of training non-targeted and non-contributing to the harmonious development of the potential pedagogic and didactic of teachers of EPS desired, either to actions of trainings showing a certain redundancy of skills to develop among future pedagogic frameworks during the teaching of various training modules.

2.3.1. Justification of the Choice of the Concept “Classroom Management”

Today, classroom management encompasses the whole of purposeful and simultaneous actions that the teachers perform to establish a good working climate, create a favorable learning environment (Nault & fijalkow, 1999). Limiting more to the management of the indiscipline, classroom management includes the development and regulation of the use of physical space, time and equipment in all its aspects as well as the management of the group of the student. The application of the rules of life and the interventions to prevent and correct the misconduct are also part of the concepts of classroom management (Desbiens, 2006). Since that time, it became a formally recognized competence including a set of professional practices distinctive and constitutive of the practice teacher, many countries including North American and some European countries, have made the management of class an object of systematic training in the framework of the training of future teachers of physical education (Desbiens, 2006).
2.3.2. Importance of the Jurisdiction the Management of Class during the Teacher Training

In the field of vocational training, the importance given to the professionalization of traineeship in duration and form is crucial to the development of competence relative to the management of class especially in the teaching profession. Such an exercise of pedagogical intervention is considered by Tardif (2006) as being a source of knowledge, of experience, also considers as the basis of the professional competence of teachers of business. On his side, Colsoul (2009) claims that wrestling with the changing realities of the class, the trainee would be faced to the opportunity not only to try but also to put in test the fruit of reflection primed beforehand in the activities carried out within the institutions of training. Moreover, Perrenoud (1996) considers that the disciplinary management of the class remains the greatest challenge of the teacher trainees, and it is not uncommon to see ask for beginners and this of their first not in class, to accomplish the same tasks that the teacher who has accumulated several years of experience. However in Tunisia, this professional skill has not really created the direct interest of researchers and it is treated secondarily in initial training and would rather be the subject of occasional aid (in case of need), on the ground and then raise the educational advisers or inspectors. Only research on certain components falling within this jurisdiction has been the subject of studies, such as the feedback, the indiscipline, time management and equipment.

We also emphasize that the time allocated to the trainee teacher is decreased from 182 hours to 112 hours with the introduction of the LMD system. For comparison, in Quebec, the teacher training programs of EP allocate 700 hours of practical training sessions in classes (for a curriculum of 4 years), and in France 360 hours are devoted to a curriculum of 5 years. Because of this, the end-of-course report emphasizes enormous difficulties at the level of teaching empowered students trainees during the training in preparation for professional life. The time management would seem to be little favorable to the learning of the student. The educational interventions of the trainees would seem inadequate to certain situations, which therefore translates into the absence of clear guidelines for management training class in the learning of this essential skill in teaching of physical education?

On the basis of these findings, we chose to study the quality of acquisition of the competence of classroom management, by teachers from EPS from 2 curriculum of different training (curriculum LMD and curriculum mastery).

2.3.3. The Time Management

Several researchers in the field of education have defined the management of class as a set of strategies and procedures necessary in the establishment and maintenance of an environment conducive to the teaching and learning (Martineau & Gauthier, 1999). In this regard, the management of time is revealed among the indicators likely to promote the smooth functioning of the class. The analysis of the component time allows you to determine the way in which the teacher uses the time devoted to the meeting of EPS.

Taking into account that the useful time is not fully employed in learning, Pieron & Cloes (1998) reveals that first part would consist in instruction or in information generally intended for the group. A second part is devoted to the practice. Finally, the third and last part is assimilated to transition periods. This distribution is similar to the model of Brunelle et al. (1996). This team of researcher used for the collection of data on time of learning, a system of analysis of the learning time (SATA). This system provides for three categories of situations. In effect, the learning time is structured around three situations offered to the group. The first being the preparatory situations, the second the situations of development of knowledge and finally the last, those dedicated to the development of the engine. Each type of situation comprises set of categories.

The preparatory situations comprise the management, the heating, the organization, transitions, breaks and the return to calm. The situations of development of knowledge imply the moments or the student receives a strategic information, technical, or concerning a regulation or a behavior to adopt (ethics), a supplementary information or on health. Finally, the situations of motor development include the moments where the students are engaged in the practice of activities, it is therefore of strategic skills and techniques, competitive situations and the physical packaging.

3. Method

The present study is the result of a repository framework detailing the influence of initial training on the degree of ownership of the competence of management of the class during the meetings of EPS.
3.1. Study Population

For the observation of verbal intervention relating to the behavior of the trainee teacher during the meeting of EPS. We are based on a sampling of convenience which included ten teachers of EPS trainees, volunteers recently recruited (9 months only of professional experience). Five among them are the licensees from the LMD regime and having an average age of 23 ± 1 years. The other five, of maitrisards from the tray speed+4 and having an average age of 24 ± 1 years.

The selected teachers are continuing their course in colleges of the region of Greater Tunis. They were selected on the basis of the following considerations:

- They have substantially the same conditions of lessons: colleges in the neighboring characteristics both from the point of view number of pupils per class (32 to 34 students), that the material conditions or environmental available for the practice of APS sus indicated.
- The programs of activities are comparable: 3 activities being thus exempted: athletics (sprinting), gymnastics and handball.
- The pupils taught are characterized by an average age of 14 years. The sex and the experience in the field of sport practice of students have not been taken into account.

3.2. Experimental Protocol

We have proceeded in the first place for the observation of the educational activities of the trainee teachers on the premises of exercises; thus joining, Leontiev (1984) which stipulates that any human activity is connected consciously or not to the reasons which depend on a specific environment.

3.2.1. The Observation

This observation has for aim to analyze the whole of teaching practices used by the trainee teacher in order to install, maintain or restore in the class of conditions conducive to learning and to the development of skills and social behaviors as well as the operation of the class and the activities, the quality of teaching activities, the management of the group and of the social interactions, the order and discipline. These observations have been carried out in the places of exercise of trainees. They have key twenty classes in the first cycle of secondary education with staff from 32 to 34 pupils per class and whose average age is 14 ± 1 years. These observations have been carried out in the places of exercise of trainees. They have key twenty classes in the first cycle of secondary education with staff from 32 to 34 pupils per class and whose average age is 14 years.

The data collected relate to the recording (video and audio) of all the actions and interventions of trainee teachers face to their pupils. The data are collected using a camcorder and a wireless microphone. The observer with the camcorder’s mission is to follow the trainee in a relevant manner in all its movements. The verbalizing as the trainee is in course of action is collected through the microphone connected to the camcorder. A total of twenty (20) sessions of forty (40) minutes each is filmed. Ten of them concern the trainees licensees and the ten others concern the trainees maitrisards. All sessions filmed are retained for the analysis. We opted for the kind analysis differs in that is to watch the meetings of education on several occasions in order to identify the indicators of the competence of management class, essentially the one relating to the time of learning. The device (pairing “his/image”) used when the observation has enabled us to put in relation the behavior of the various actors and the claims of each (instructions, private remarks or collective, verbal reactions and behavioral of trainee teachers as well as students). The trainee teachers were filmed during two meetings before the recording of data in order to accustom the protagonists of the study to the hardware used. All participants are previously made aware of the purpose of our study and of the provisions taken to preserve their anonymity and the confidentiality of the raw data. Their participation is free and voluntary, none has received remuneration for its participation.

3.2.2. The Grid of Observation

1) The learning time: The development of items relating to the time of learning are inspired of the observation system of learning time (Sota) of Brunelle et al. (1996). However, we are limited to the types of situation offered to the group.

a) Preparatory situations offered to the group

These situations are characterized by moments or the group of participants is exposed to information and ac-
activities which are necessary to the conduct of learning tasks.

- **Management**
  Reserve Time to communicate information which are not related to the learning objectives (announce a sporting event, take attendance, etc.).

- **Heating**
  Reserve Time to the practice of exercises which are intended to prepare the body to make activities more intense in gradually raising its temperature and/or by soliciting the amplitude articulo-muscle, taking into account the requirements of the meeting.

- **Organization**
  Time taken by the teacher to explain the mode of organization, displacement, the provision of equipment, present the objectives and the content of the meeting, discuss the rules of discipline and safety.

- **Transition**
  Time that the group supports to carry out the instructions of organization such as move toward the place of practice, to organize themselves as a group or sub-group, place the hardware, form teams, regroup at the request of the teacher, store equipment, etc.

- **Pause Time of Judgement**
  Time used for the practice of activities to character sedative on plans cardio-circulo-respiratory or exercises of normalization of the amplitude articulo-muscular (stretching), taking into account the activities practiced during the meeting.

  b) The situations of development of knowledge offered to the group
  These situations are characterized by moments or the group of participants is exposed to information that are directly in relation with the substance to learn during the meeting.

- **Strategy**
  Moments in which the group of participants receives information on a strategy, that is to say a set of coordinated actions (listen to the explanations relating to a zone defensive; observe a demonstration of a tactical defensive; discuss a form of against fast attack, etc.).

- **Technical**
  Moments in which the group of participants receives information on a technique, that is to say the way to execute a movement in particular (listen to the explanations or observe a demonstration on types of launch, etc.).

- **Rules**
  Moments in which the group of participants receives information regarding the rules or conventions that govern the activity taught.

- **Ethics**
  Moments in which the group of participants receives information related to social behavior to adopt in the conduct of activities (incitement to respect the other, to be honest, to see fair play, etc.).

- **Additional information**
  Moments in which the group of participants receives information which represents some kind of cultural knowledge related to the activity taught (the history of the activity, the record established, the prowess of “Heroes”, etc.).

- **Health**
  Moments in which the group of participants receives information related to the practice of the physical activity and the habits of life associated to the well-being and physical condition; to the moralities to respect to take advantage of the effects of an adequate training.

  c) The situations of motor development offered to the group
  These situations are characterized by moments or the group of participants is engaged in the practice of activities which are in relation with the substance to learn during the meeting.

- **Strategic skills**
  Periods during which the group of participants practice of “sets of coordinated actions” designed to control an action plan individually as well as collectively. The situations of “game headed”, “game simulated” (scrimmage),
“routine of exercises” in which the teacher can intervene at any moment, characterize well the moments reserved to the learning of strategic skills.

- Technical ability
  Periods during which the group of participants practice of individual actions in the goal to achieve a technical mastery of gestures that make up a sport or physical activity.

- Competitive situation
  Periods during which the group of participants, as a group, are engaged in an activity governed by rules in a context which allows you to claim a victory on itself or on the other.

- Physical fitness
  Periods during which the group of participants, as a group, engage in activities which are included in the program as a content and not of overheating such as the workout, stretching, exercises to hand-free or with load, the exercises with light gear (ropes, hoops, etc.) the exercises with partners, respecting the techniques of implementation which can achieve the desired objectives.

3.3. Statistical Procedures

3.3.1. Compendium of Data
The set of dependent variables related to time of learning have been identified by a grid of observation measuring the time of performance of the duties mentioned above.

3.3.2. Statistical Analysis
We used a software of statistical “Statistical Package of Social Science” SPSS 16.0. The threshold of meaning withheld is of 0.05.

- Descriptive statistics
  We have retained the mean, the standard deviation, the percentage, the minimum and the maximum for all the dependent variables studied.

- Inference statistics
  Given the small number of observations and the non-normality of the distribution of the whole of the values of the variables, we chose the Mann-Whitney test to compare the values of the variables related to the learning time and the verbal intervention of trainee teachers curriculum LMD with those curriculum mastery.

4. Results

4.1. Analysis of the Delivery of Two Categories of PE Teacher
In the graph below we are going to proceed to the analytical description of the different components of the learning time represented by the preparatory situations, situations of development of knowledge and the situations of motor development. This description will be based essentially on a comparative analysis of the performance of two categories of profile of stakeholders.

The results shown in Figure 1 allows us to deduce that the ESM have shown a quality control at the level of the balanced allocation of time of learning much better than that of their counterparts ESL, especially as regards the time devoted to preparatory situations ($p < 0.028$) and the time devoted to situations of developments engine ($p < 0.047$). In fact the ESM teachers spend on average 37.93% of the time of the meeting to the preparatory situations by against the teachers ESL spend on average 53.36% of the time of the meeting to this situation. As regards the situations of motor development, teachers ESM spend 48.69% of the time by teachers , against the ESL y spend 31.13% of the time. However it is to be noted that this difference is not significant in terms of the time allotted by the two types of teachers to situations of motor development (ESM: 11.33% and ESL: 13.37%).

4.2. Description of the Components of the Time Devoted to Preparatory Situations
The review of statistical data (Figure 2) shows that the teachers (ESL) spend more time on the management of the group (5.60%) and to heating (24.79%) than their counterparts (ESM) who spend 1.08% of the time to the management of the group and 13.87% to overheating. These results are realized by the significant difference between the two types of teachers regarding the management ($p < 0.045$) and the heating ($p < 0.028$). Nevertheless, the difference is not significant between the two groups as regards their delivery at the level of the time
4.3. Description of the Components of Time Devoted to the Organization of the Meeting

The analysis of Figure 3 we provided evidence that the teachers ESL shall bring more time for explanation of the objectives and content of the meeting that their counterparts ESM. In fact, with a significant difference between the two groups of $p < 0.028$, the teachers ESL spent 1% of the time with the explanation of the objectives and content of the meeting by teachers, against the ESM spend 0.33% of the time in this same task. However, the difference is not significant between the two types of teacher concerning the time allocated to the explanation of the mode of organization, to moving from one place to another, to the provision of equipment and to discuss the rules for discipline and safety.

4.4. Description of the Time Spent on the Situations of Knowledge Development

The results shown in Figure 4 allows us to deduce that there is no significant difference between the two types of teachers as regards the situations where students are in the process of receiving information on a strategy, technical, regulation, ethics, additional information and health. The two groups on average, spend the same time allocated to the organization of the material, the transition and the return to calm.
in these situations. However, it is to be noted that the two groups of trainees do not give importance to the ethical categories, additional information and health, given that the time allocated to these situations is to 0% apart from the category ethics or teachers ESM y spend 0.08% of the time.

4.5. Description of the Time Spent on the Situations of Motor Development

The use of statistical data illustrated by Figure 5, allows us to infer that there is no significant difference between the two types of teachers ESM and ESL as regards the situations of strategic skill, the situations of technical ability, competitive situations and situations of physical fitness. In fact, the two groups spend about the same time in these types of situations. It is to be noted that regarding the category of physical fitness, the results show that the teachers ESL is given no importance (0% of the time of the meeting), while teachers ESM y spend 1.12%.
5. Discussion

The main object of this study is to pronounce on the quality of ownership of one of the professional skills in teaching of PES among two types of teachers from two regimes of different training. Indeed, the jurisdiction chosen is represented by the ability to manage a class. Such jurisdiction is composed of several complex practices and its quality of acquisition would be greatly influenced by the nature of the training (Lessard & Schmidt, 2011).

In fact, the results achieved in the framework of this study highlight the differences more than the least significant of the delivery of ESM (E1) and ESL (E2) at the level of certain components of the jurisdiction indicated above such that of the verbal intervention and time management. Indeed, we have found that the teachers (E2) develop skills insufficient to effectively manage the complexity of learning situations unlike (E1) which have developed capacities allowing them to observe the relevant elements of the teaching situations, to treat them and to interpret them in an efficient manner. This efficiency returns to the fact that these teachers are able to use several skills essential in the management of class allowing to ensure a mode of effective supervision and to keep students in the task (Desbiens et al., 2009).

In fact, the recourse to the results concerning the frequency of issuance of verbal intervention individualities does not show a significant difference between the two types of trainee teachers. However, we found differences in the scale of the adaptation of the exercises, the re-explained of the exercise when the latter is poorly executed and the nature of the questions asked by the teacher to the student and this in favor of teachers (E1). These results are justified by Pieron & Cloes (1998) who asserts that “the lack of experience on the beginners do allows them perhaps not to be able to adapt quickly to situations. They would prefer to adhere to their program and therefore insist on the explanations”. However, this lack of skill necessary to the management of class among teachers (E2) is due, as Durfour (2010) has explained in its research, to the fact that the problems in management of class fall under the inadequate interventions of the teacher. On the other hand, Ria et al. (2003) would justify this by the fact that the beginner does not have a directory of teaching strategies and specific knowledge on the students. It is for this reason that the effectiveness of the teacher says, and essentially requires that the latter should easily adapt to what is going in the class, modify its planning function in the conduct of the activities and of the reaction of the students face to these events and the learning situations (Archambault & Chouinard, 2005).

However, the difficulties encountered and sus-indicated in fanfold return, after Reynold (1992), the fact that the beginning teachers do not give importance to the techniques of classroom management in the selection and implementation of their solutions. Of this fact, the latter have more recourse to short-term solutions that the assessment of problems and the testing of strategies for long term resolution. As well, instead of adapting the exercises at the level of the student, the teachers (E2) are being forced to repeat several times the explanation of
the exercise and then move to another situation. According to Ria et al. (2004), the trainees and beginners have difficulties to consider the means to realize their educational intentions. Moreover, they claim that these difficulties are mainly related to their lack of professional knowledge, procedures effective teaching to complete their project. These results are clearly in agreement with what was reported by interviewees according to which the curriculum LMD, having a volume of hours training insufficient, does not allow the acquisition of skills necessary to a good classroom management. They show as well as the trainee teachers could not acquire sufficient knowledge and pedagogical skills in such a short time. However, the construction of professional skills is reflected by an overlapping of theoretical knowledge and practice through the experience (Greenhouses et al., 2006). The internships of preparations in the professional life are precisely the places favorable for the construction and development of the competence of management class.

Therefore the decrease of the time devoted to the practice engendered by the application of the curriculum LMD would be at the origin of the lack of skills to effectively manage the class among teachers (E2).

Similarly, the results also show that teacher (E2) does questioning almost never their students on their benefits. By contrast, the teachers (E1) ask questions to check the good understanding of the student and the move to correct its delivery. Yet according to Archambault and Chouinard (2003), asking questions of the students is a strategy frequently used to keep the attention of students. Thus, in reflective to find answers, they remain active and engaged until the end. In the same vein, Lessard and Schmidt (2011) show that the students in being more aware of the consequences of their actions are more able to make thoughtful choices and appropriate. In fact, resorting to questioning of pupils induced the latter to push further their reasoning, to explain the process that they have used, their understanding the led us to develop their thinking and to deepen their knowledge (Beyda et al., 2002; Richardson & Fallona, 2001).

On the other hand, interventions to encourage the student to participate more are most often used by teachers (E1). These latter occur also more times to give the student a indication for a successful action. In effect, the (E1) have shown more effectiveness than their counterpart (E2) at the level of this category of intervention of the fact that it is important to raise awareness as students of their involvement in the task, to the fact that they have improved and that the work performed is the closer to the desired goals. This is explained by the fact that the students do not always realize the fact that they develop their skills (Archambault & Chouinard, 2003). It is also relevant to point out that the students are not all able to control to the same degree the different skills to interact in an appropriate manner, then it is necessary that the teacher helps them to develop these skills in their giving precise instructions to put them into practice. The effectiveness of the teacher is revealed also in the need to make frequent reminders about the skills they want to acquire to their students and to encourage when they apply (Richardson & Fallona, 2001; Rosenberg & Jackman, 2003; Smith & Gilles, 2003; quote in Lessard & Schmidt, 2011).

With regard to the interventions of feedback, the statistical analysis has shown that the teachers (E2) emit less simple feedbacks, positive and negative as well as less informative feedback positive and negative that teachers (E1). However, the students need to know they are doing well their job, if they are on the right track, if they have improved and whether they meet the expectations. They also wish that their efforts are recognized and want to feel that their teachers are attentive and that they support them. Therefore, a teacher effectively takes the time to make a return on the approach of the high or on its behavior. It should be encouraging it to maintain its efforts to ensure that they complement each other to the best of their skills the task they have undertaken (Archambault & Chouinard, 2003). Therefore in general, the teachers from the previous regime are distinguished from their colleagues laid off by a higher proportion of feedback issued. As we have previously pointed out, the feedback represents a decisive element to the learning of the student. Pieron & Cloes (1998) argues that the performance of the student is deteriorating by the absence of the feedback. Of this fact and in light of the revelations of Carreiro da Costa and Pieron & Cloes (1998) who assert that the effectiveness of the teacher takes on the proportion of feedback issued and their appropriate character, we are in a position to assert that the teachers (E1) have better skills to promote the learning of the student that their colleagues laid off.
These conclusions are supported by the interviewee according to which the training of teachers of EPS is no longer able to offer an effective teacher training in view of the acquisition of the skills and effective procedures teaching is necessary to the establishment and the maintains of an environment promoting teaching and learning. In fact, after them the training is a widespread view and the theoretical side has taken over on the practical side. They argue similarly that the reduction of the time spent at the stage of preparation to professional life, place conducive to the development of professional skills, is between other to the origin of the difficulties they would have teachers (E2) in the management of class.

On the other hand, the results do not reveal a significant difference in the level of interventions of discipline between the two types of trainee teachers. Nevertheless a more thorough analysis of this category we to found the differences clearly clear and irrevocable at the level of some indicators relating to the problem of the behavior.

In fact, the results are that the use of criticism takes a importance more marked among teachers maitrisards. In fact, in the literature, some studies reveal the positive contribution of the frequent use of the criticisms and others relate that the quantity of criticisms made by teachers in the course of a lesson is related negatively to the success of students (Evertson, 1989; O’Neill, 1988). Therefore, the use of the criticisms does little not be regarded as decisive indicator of the effectiveness of the teacher.

Added to this, it has been previously cited, that Johnson (1994) stated the lack of skill of junior teachers to manage the class ends sometimes by potential problems of discipline and a reduction in the time spent in learning engendered by the loss of control of the teacher. Thus, a management class of deficient led to indiscipline which would be engendered by the inadequate interventions of the teacher (Kounin, 1970). In our study, the comments relating to the “request to cease” prove more frequent among the teachers (E1) and they are also more frequently to justify their authority. However, the teachers having a master degree use more often the reminders to the rule, they cry more often on the students and the use of threats is proving more frequent among the latter. We infer as well as the teachers (E2) do not provide evidence of effectiveness in the treatment of behavior problems, unlike the teachers having a Bachelor degree which are more discreet and intervene with more of discernment in order not to interrupt the current activity. Reynold (1992) assigned the faculty to intervene in such to of effective teachers and experts unlike the beginners who do not have this ability.

It has also proved that teachers (E1) move closer more often to their pupils and frequently use the silence to avoid the extension of conflict. Has this title, Nussbaum (1992) stated that effective teachers are circulating more in the class, that they are resorting to non-verbal behavior signifiers and that they follow the pupils of the eyes at all times more than do the teachers ineffective. These data show, therefore the lack of skill of teachers laid off to manage the class unlike those who have their Bachelor degree which would tend to not intervene with the student that if his behavior risk of harm in the conduct of the meeting. The teachers (E1) use more often the visual contact by the fact to move closer to the student and the questioning of the student, what Reynold attributed to the effectiveness of the teacher. As well, they are responsible for the continuous supervision of group work and as revealed Wang et al. (1990), these skills fall under the effectiveness of teachers.

These results are consistent also with what Reynolds (1992) advanced: the lack of ability to represent problems occurred in class, to well-defined and to act accordingly would be at the origin of management problems in class for the beginner. Archambault & Chouinard (1996) emphasized on his side that different skills is necessary to solve the problems of disciplines in class. These conclusions are also justified by the interviewee who as we explained earlier claim that the curriculum LMD does not offer enough time for training necessary for the consolidation of professional skills in the courses of preparation for professional life.

As regards the analysis of the results of the two types of teachers and especially those relating to the management of the time, we referred to the model of Brunelle and al (1996). In fact, we are limited to the types of situations available to the group. This model determines the distribution of the time by three situations offered to pupils. The first concerns the preparatory situations, the second that of development of knowledge and finally the last relates to situations of motor development. In fact, the results of the allocation of time for learning during a meeting of EPS show that teachers (E2) spending more time in preparatory situations compared to that devoted to situations of motor development $(p < 0.028)$. However, it is to be noted that no significant difference between the two types of trainees is observed concerning the time devoted to situations of knowledge development.

Actually, these results are not consistent with the guidelines of logical time allocated to each phase of learning in a meeting of EP which stipulate that the effectiveness of the teaching of EP requires that the allocation of time
should promote the development of the engine of the student (Cloes, 1996). This has been confirmed by, Mckee and Witt (1990), by the fact that the effectiveness of the management of class is reflected by the optimum use of the time devoted to learning. However, the dismissed teachers spend more than half of the meeting to the preparatory situations (53.36%) whose (24.79%) to overheating. By contrast, among these same trainees, only 35.13% of the time of the meeting is reserved for situations of motor development. This can be explained by the fact that the teachers from the former regime of university training have had the chance to exercise more in schools within the framework of the course preparing them for professional life (182 hours of training) compared to those coming from the regime LMD (112 hours of internship).

The time devoted to the management of the group is much more important among teachers (E2). In fact, these latter spend 5.6 per cent of the time of the meeting to this task is five times more than the teachers (E1). However this is the time reserved to communicate information which are not related to the learning objectives as take the presences, give the guidelines etc. Therefore an effective teacher must ensure that the students are more available for learning. Because of this, by introducing specific procedures for the conduct of activities such as the entrance into class, the movement, the teacher is able to limit the instructions that he must give them, to provide stability and predictability in the class that creates a secure environment and conducive to learning. However, it is to point out that Walker and Walker (1994), Martineau and Gauthier (1999) and later Emmer and Stough (2001) stipulate that the teacher gets the time to the profile of learning by making pupils more autonomous.

Concerning the presentation of objectives and content of the meeting which represents one of the indicators of the organization, we found that the teachers with a master degree spend about 3 times more time to this task that teachers (E1), with an average 1% of the time of the meeting.

Although the teacher needs to clarify and present its objectives and expectations to plan the conduct of all the activities in the class, it must not dwell on this task. In fact, the educational interventions intended to inform students in relation to the content and the objectives must be brief and consistent with what will be lived in class (Archambault & Chouinard, 2003).

On the other hand, Ria (2004) explained that at the beginning of the lesson, the teachers beginners sense of anxiety face to which they develop in class of survival strategies in relation with the typical concerns, for example the control of the discipline, motivate students, etc. Thus, to dwell on the presentation of the objectives and content of the meeting is one of the survival strategies. Desbiens (2009) added that the junior teachers and trainees often have insufficient skills to enable a classroom management effective. He reported that these professional deficiencies cause the loss of time.

We emphasize that the shortcomings presented by teachers (E2) to manage the class may raise a few questions about the efficacy of training devices of the LMD system with regard to the improvement of teaching practices of students in initial training. The fact that teachers (E1) often have high enough skills to manage the class effectively, therefore, it cannot be ruled out that the training LMD, has not had the effect of limiting the development of the competence of management of class among the trainee teachers.

It is in fact clear that the curriculum Mastery presented a better training for future teachers of EPS. The training devices must enable the acquisition and development of skills necessary to allow a management class of efficient had view to create an educational atmosphere conducive to learning which is not the case with the LMD curriculum. We agree with the idea of Nault and Fijalkow (1999) according to which the management class is learned and developed.

6. Conclusion

The adoption of the LMD system by the Tunisian State has resulted in changes in the training of teachers of physical education at the level of the number of years of studies as well as in terms of content of programs established for this passage, which may constitute a favorable terrain for a vocational training non-conclusive on the qualitative level.

In fact, the present research work has focused attention on the manner and quality of the ownership of the professional skills of the share of two types of trainee teachers from two curriculums of different training, a sack and a maitrisard. More precisely, we have operated with a comparative analysis of the quality of acquisition of the competence of management of class among the pedagogic frameworks mentioned above mainly the time of motor learning.

The results obtained allow seeing the differences at the level of the acquisition of the skills necessary for the
management of class between the two types of trainee teachers. We have seen that the trainee teachers sacked abilities often insufficient to enable to effectively manage the class. Their cognitive automatisms and their knowledge on the procedural level enable them to establish and maintain order, solve problems, initiate and maintain the students involved in the tasks are often inadequate.

The ESL resort more often to the re-explained to the exercise as the latter was poorly executed contrary to their counterparts ESM who, as to them shall carry out more often the adaptation of the exercises. Regarding the interventions of disciplines, the ESL intervene more often for reminders to the rule and they are more often forced to shout on the students to maintain order during the meeting. Tea ESL resort more often to the re-explained to the exercise as the latter was poorly executed to toute disposition contraire to their counterparts ESM who, as to them shall carry out more often the adaptation of the exercises. Regarding the interventions of disciplines, tea ESL agent will coax more often for on to the rule and they are more often forced to shout on the students to maintain order during the meeting.

These results clearly show that the ESL have not acquired enough skills and strategies necessary to the establishment and maintenance of an environment conducive to the teaching and learning compared to their counterparts ESM. This deduction is supported by the results of the discussions which show a decrease of the quality of the training of future teachers of physical education engendered by the application of the LMD system. The repercussions of this change have been clearly felt and noted in the courses of preparation for professional life more precisely at the level of the ability to manage groups of pupils in the meetings of PES. For the future we plan to study the competence of management class from its theoretical context in ranging from the contents of training toward the trainers as well as the trainee teachers.
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